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Overview 
Episode 1, “Standing Up in the Milky Way,” tells the story of how the human species 
established our location in the vastness of the universe and the sweep of cosmic time. To 
further personalize the experience, we propose the following activities in order of increasing 
sophistication:  
	 •	 Find your own birthday on the Cosmic Calendar.         
	 •	 Earn a learner’s permit to drive your own Ship of the Imagination.         
	 •	 Select a destination in the cosmos, giving the coordinates in space and time.         

Present your research and write or draw a vision of what it would be like. !
Grade Levels 
6-12 !
Episode Summary 
The Ship of the Imagination, unfettered by ordinary limits on speed and size, can take us 
anywhere in space and time. It has been 
idling for more than three decades, and 
yet it has not been overtaken. Its global 
legacy remains vibrant. Now, it’s time 
once again to set sail for the stars. The 
entrance requirement: adherence to the 
rules of the method of science. After a 
whirlwind tour of our solar system 
ending as we pass Voyager 1, we’re 
introduced to the Cosmic Calendar: all 
of time is compressed into a year-at-a-
glance calendar, with each month representing a little more than a billion years. !

!
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Learning Objectives 
These activities are designed to help a student develop a scientific perspective on our true 
circumstances in space and time and to feel at home in the cosmos. We are hoping to 
inspire students to think on the scale of the universe of space and time that science 
reveals.  
	 •	 Where and when we are in the universe         
	 •	 To begin to grasp the location of the Earth in the context of the solar system in the         

larger context of the Milky Way galaxy, the local group, the Virgo Supercluster, and 
the observable universe. 

	 •	 Most of all, to convey the basic rules of scientific methodology.         

!
Relevant Scenes from COSMOS 
	 •	 Acts One and Two: Ship of the Imagination         
	 •	 Acts Five and Six: Cosmic Calendar         !
Materials 
1. Pencil 
2. Paper 
3. Tape measure or ruler 
4. Calculator !
Procedures 
1. Find your birthday on the Cosmic Calendar. Had the stars formed yet? The galaxies? 
The planets? Did Earth exist? Had life on Earth begun to evolve yet? Does your birthday 
take place during the brief existence of humans in the cosmos?  
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2. Divide your class into groups of birthday months of the calendar. Have each group 
select an event taking place in their birthday month and collaborate on depicting it in the 
medium of their choice. 
3. Create a proportional map in which each element of the Cosmic Address is scaled to 
the observable universe. 
2. What was different about the moon in the early days of the solar system? 
3. How long have we been doing science? !
Topics Explored in Episode 1 as Material for Further Class Work !
Make a nested map which contains all the elements of your Cosmic Address. !
Dr Neil Tyson issues a challenge at the start of Episode 1. He offers five rules for exploring 
the cosmos. Earn your own learner’s permit to drive the Ship of the Imagination by 
explaining what these conditions are. Once you’ve acquired your license to drive, fill in your 
Cosmic Address in the appropriate place in the form. !
On the Cosmic Calendar, we see how the chance gravitational jostling of an asteroid an 
inch to the left has the most profound consequences for the existence of our species. 
Imagine a contingency that led to your own existence: for example, the chance meeting of 
your parents, historical factors that may have driven one of your grandparents to leave his 
or her home country and venture to another to meet your other grandparent. Encourage 
students to develop their own causality chain of events.  !
Mathematical component !
If the universe is 13.8 billion years old, how many years is each unit of time on the Cosmic 
Calendar? (Each month, week, day, and hour, for example) 

!
For a deeper dive, more subjects touched on in Episode 1 !
• Tenets of the scientific method  

• SpaceTime 

• Our cosmic address 

• Solar physics 

• Planetary and lunar astronomy and atmospheres 

• Extra-terrestrial meteorology  
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• NASA’s Voyager Mission and the Interstellar Message 

• Extra-solar and rogue planets 

• Astrobiology 

• Galaxies 

• Observable universe 

• Multiverse 

• Copernicus 

• Giordano Bruno’s life and role in stimulating the scientific imagination 

• 17th century European view of the universe 

• Cosmic evolution from the Big Bang to the present  

• Cosmology 

• Origin of life 

• Evolution of life and intelligence 

• History of our global civilization  

• Multidisciplinary scientific 

• Achievements of Carl Sagan	


!
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